
 
 
 

Minutes No. [47] 

Southwest Power Pool 

PROJECT COST WORKING GROUP MEETING 

March 4, 2015 

Net Conference 
 

•  M I N U T E S  •  
 

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 

a. Call to Order & Introductions 
Chair Terri Gallup (AEP) called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m., welcomed those in attendance, 
and asked for introductions (Attachment 1 – PCWG Attendance 3-4-2015).    
 

b. Receipt of Proxies 
SPP Staff Secretary Cary Frizzell announced there were no proxies for the meeting. 

 
c. Review of Agenda 

The Chair asked the PCWG for edits or additions to the agenda (Attachment 2 – PCWG Agenda 
3-4-2015) and none were mentioned. 
 

d. Approval of Previous Meeting Minutes 
The Chair presented for review the minutes from the meeting held on February 4th and asked for 
any additions or corrections (Attachment 3 – PCWG Meeting Minutes 2-4-2015).  
 
Thomas Maldonado (SPS) moved and Tom Hestermann (SEPC) seconded that the minutes 
be approved as presented. The motion passed unanimously. 
 

 

Agenda Item 2 – Review of Past Action Items 

The Staff Secretary led a review of the Action Item list for March (Attachment 4 – PCWG Action Items 3-
4-2015).  No other comments were made regarding action items.  
 

Agenda Item 3 – Project Review:  Renfrow – Medford Tap -- Coyote– Chikaskia 138 kV 
The Staff Secretary led the PCWG in a review of the Renfrow – Medford Tap – Coyote – Chikaskia 138 
kV project for which an updated estimated cost was recognized to be 23% lower than the established 
baseline estimate during the most recent Quarterly Project Tracking update period (Attachment 5 – 
Overview of Renfrow - Medford Tap - Coyote - Chikaskia 138 kV).  As specified in Business Practice No. 
7060, the PCWG reviews all Applicable Projects that have an estimated cost ±20% or more from the 
established baseline estimate.  
 
The project consists of six Network Upgrades, five of which belong to Oklahoma Gas and Electric Co. 
(OG&E) and have been placed into service.  The remaining Network Upgrade, owned by Western 
Farmers Electric Coop. (WFEC), is still in the siting and routing stage, and is scheduled to be completed 
in April 2016. 
 
The project was originally identified as needed in a delivery point addition study issued in February 2013 
by Staff.  NTCs were subsequently issued to OG&E and WFEC in October 2013.  
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OG&E noted several reasons for the reduction in cost from previous expectations, including lower actual 
line mileages than the estimates and lower than expected costs for rights-of-way and materials.  OG&E 
also attributed the use on internal project management and construction crews as opposed to contract 
labor for cost savings. 
 
The PCWG discussed the options for recommendations to the SPP Board of Directors (Board).  
 
 

Thomas Maldonado moved and Leland Jacobson (OPPD) seconded to make the following 
recommendation to the Board regarding Renfrow – Medford Tap -- Coyote– Chikaskia 138 
kV: 
 

Accept the cost estimate deviation as reasonable and acceptable and reset the 
baseline used to evaluate future cost estimate deviations. 

 
The motion passed unanimously. 

 

 

Agenda Item 4 – Study Estimates in ITP Studies for Non-Competitive Projects Discussion 

The group discussed solutions to the issue that has been raised regarding the development of Study 
Estimates within the Integrated Transmission Planning (ITP) study processes. As the ITP study processes 
were modified to accommodate the Order 1000 process, Staff determined that all Study Estimates would 
be developed by SPP with help from an independent third party to be able to indiscriminately evaluate all 
project proposals. Some concern was expressed that more re-evaluations could occur due to cost 
variances after NTCs were issued because the Study Estimates were not developed by the incumbent 
TOs who have the most knowledge of their respective systems. 
 
For the PCWG’s consideration, the Staff Secretary presented three potential solutions to the issue that 
would require modifications to the process, but possibly alleviate concerns in future ITP studies 
(Attachment 6 - Study Estimates in ITP Processes 3-4-2015).  
 
The group discussed all three possible solutions, weighing the merits and shortcomings of each.  A few 
questions were asked about the process Staff utilized in developing the Study Estimates included in the 
2015 ITP Near-Term and ITP10 studies that were recently approved by the Board in January. Staff noted 
that risk factors, such as type of terrain, were considered in the development of the Study Estimates.  
Some expressed that incumbent TOs should be required to provide cost estimates for potential project 
solutions in parallel with SPP so that risk factors only apparent to incumbent TOs can be recognized and 
measured much sooner prior to Board review.  The Staff Secretary commented that some stakeholders 
may be unwilling to be forthcoming on details of project scopes prior to Board review in a competitive 
environment.  
 
PCWG members were encouraged to discuss the issue at their respective companies in preparation for a 
continuation of the discussion regarding the issue at the April meeting.  
 
    

 Agenda Item 5 – BPR-076 Review: NTC Business Practice 7060 
The Staff Secretary reviewed Business Practice Revision (BPR) No. 067, which adds language to the 
Business Practice that defines the action the Board takes when an NTC is suspended (Attachment 7 - 
BPR-067 BP7060 FERC Order 1000 Clean-up NTC Suspension Language).  Staff also identified a few 
other modifications in the Business Practice, most of which included updating Tariff references.  
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Further consideration was made to adding a limitation to the time in which an NTC can be in a suspended 
status.  The group also questioned if the action would ever be carried out to NTCs that are not required to 
be approved by the Board, such as NTCs that originate from Aggregate or Attachment AQ Studies.  Staff 
will consult with its Legal department regarding those topics, and will review its determinations with the 
PCWG at the next scheduled meeting in April.  

 

Agenda Item 6– PCWG Quarterly Report Review 

The Staff Secretary led a review of the draft PCWG Quarterly Report (Attachment 8 – PCWG Report Q2 
2015 DRAFT).  It was noted that language would be added to capture the recommendation of the group 
to the Board regarding Renfrow – Medford Tap -- Coyote– Chikaskia 138 kV, and information would be 
added to the Applicable Project Post-Mortem Report section in the report draft to be reviewed for 
approval by the group in April.  
 
The Staff Secretary noted that another year of escalation had been added to the established baseline 
estimates, causing some negative variance values to be prevalent.     
 
 

Agenda Item 7– Other Items 
No other items were brought up for discussion. 
 
 

Agenda Item 8 – Summary of Action Items 
Staff Secretary reviewed the following new action items: 
 

• Staff will add the version of the Minimum Design Standards for Competitive Upgrades that was 
approved by the MOPC in January to the Resource Document folder on the PCWG webpage and 
to the webpage devoted to Order 1000 on www.spp.org  

• Staff will discuss questions regarding parameters of the NTC Suspension language with its Legal 
Department and bring back for PCWG discussion in April.  

• Staff will provide more information regarding the process to develop Study Estimates in the 2015 
ITP Near-Term and ITP10 study processes.  
 
 

Agenda Item 9 – Develop Agenda for Next Meeting 

The group discussed the following list as potential agenda items for the next scheduled meeting in March: 
 

• Continue discussion regarding Study Estimates in ITP study processes 
• Continue review of BPR-067: BP7060 FERC Order 1000 Clean-up  NTC Suspension Language 
• Election of Vice-Chair 
• Update on final costs – Project Tracking vs. formula rate data  
• Discuss remaining PCWG meeting schedule for 2015 

 
 
 
 

Agenda Item 10 – Other Working Group Activity Update 

http://www.spp.org/
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The Staff Secretary mentioned other working group meeting dates pertinent to the PCWG, including the 
CTPTF and TWG. 
 
 
Agenda Item 11 – Future Meeting Dates and Locations 

The group discussed potentially reducing the number of face-to-face meetings during the year, based 
upon a recent reduction of agenda items. The group discussed the merits of meeting at SPP’s office in 
Little Rock, and also considered which months would follow a Quarterly Project Tracking update, in which 
Staff is most likely to recognize an out-of-bandwidth cost variance on an Applicable Project that would 
likely require the group to meet for a longer duration. The topic will be discussed again in April’s meeting. 
 
The group agreed to change the April meeting from a face-to-face meeting to a net conference only. The 
May meeting is scheduled to be held at AEP’s offices in Dallas, Texas. 
 
 
Meeting adjourned at 12:07 pm.   
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Cary Frizzell 
Secretary 
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Attachment 5 – Overview of Renfrow - Medford Tap - Coyote - Chikaskia 138 kV  
Attachment 6 - Study Estimates in ITP Processes 3-4-2015 
Attachment 7 - BPR-067 BP7060 FERC Order 1000 Clean-up NTC Suspension Language  
Attachment 8 – PCWG Report Q2 2015 DRAFT 



PCWG Attendance 
March 4, 2015 

      
X=In Person 

      
P=Proxy 

      
T=Teleconference 

First Name Last Name Position Company Business Phone Email Attendance 
Terri Gallup Chair AEP (918)599-2242 tagallup@aep.com T 
Cary Frizzell Secretary SPP (501)688-1792 cfrizzell@spp.org T 
Allen Ackland Member KCPL (816)245-3753 allen.ackland@kcpl.com T 
Brent Carr Member AECC (501)570-2437 bcarr@aecc.com  
Peter Day Member OGE (405)553-5959 daypm@oge.com T 
Matthew Gomes Member NextEra Energy (512)236-3133 Matthew.Gomes@nexteraenergy.com  
Tom Hestermann Member Sunflower (785)623-3314 thestermann@sunflower.net T 
Larry Holloway Member KPP (316)264-3166 lholloway@kansaspowerpool.org T 
Leland Jacobson Member OPPD (402)636-2548 ljacobson@oppd.com T 
Brenda Jessop Member Westar Energy (785)575-1821 brenda.jessop@westarenergy.com T 
Lloyd Kolb Member Golden Spread Electric Cooperative (806)379-7766 lkolb@gsec.coop  
Tom Littleton Member OMPA (405)245-4896 tptconsultants@cox.net T 
Thomas Maldonado Member SPS (806)378-2719 Thomas.R.Maldonado@xcelenergy.com T 
Brian Studenka Member ITCGP (248)946-231 bstudenka@itctransco.com T 
Jeff Stebbins Member Tri-County Electric Cooperative (800)522-3315 JStebbins@tcec.coop T 
John Krajewski Liaison Member Nebraska Power Review Board (402)440-0227 jk@jkenergyconsulting.com  
Jeff Brown Guest Empire District   T 
Brian Buffington Guest Xcel Energy   T 
Shawnee Claiborn-Pinto Guest Public Utilities Commission of Texas   T 
Dawn-Marie Coggins Guest SPP   T 
Bruce Cude Guest SPS   T 
Brian Gedrich Guest NextEra Energy   T 
Chris  Giles Guest Tri-County Electric Cooperative   T 
Patrick Hayes Guest Ameren Services Company   T 
Jeff Kunkel Guest SPS   T 
Sherri Maxey Guest SPP   T 
Chris Matos Guest Golden Spread Electric Cooperative   T 
Jeff Reynolds Guest EDE   T 
Aaron Shipley Guest SPP   T 
Heather Starnes Guest MJMEUC/CUS   T 
Clarence Suppes Guest Sunflower   T 
Al Tamimi Guest Sunflower   T 
Boyd Trester Guest Basin Electric   T 
Michael Wegner Guest ITCGP   T 
Art Wiese Guest NPPD   T 
 



 

Relationship-Based  •  Member-Driven  •  Independence Through Diversity 

Evolutionary vs. Revolutionary  •  Reliability & Economics Inseparable 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
PROJECT COST WORKING GROUP MEETING 

March 4, 2015 
AEP Office, Renaissance Tower, 1201 Elm St. – Dallas, Texas 72501 

8th Floor, Conference Room ABC  
•  A G E N D A  •  
9:00 am – 3:00 pm 

 
1. Administrative Items ...................................................................................................................... (5 min) 

a. Call to Order & Introductions .............................................................................. Terri Gallup 

b. Receipt of Proxies ............................................................................................. Cary Frizzell 

c. Review of Agenda*............................................................................................. Terri Gallup 

d. Approval of Previous Meeting Minutes* ............................................................. Terri Gallup 

2. Review of Past Action Items* ................................................................................... Cary Frizzell (3 min) 

3. Project Review: Renfrow – Medford Tap – Coyote – Chikaskia 138 kV*  ..............................  All (1½ hr) 

4. Study Estimates in ITP Studies for Non-Competitive Projects Discussion ................................ All (1 hr) 

5. BPR-067 Review: NTC Business Practice 7060* ......................................................  Cary Frizzell (1 hr) 

a. NTC Suspension Language 

b. Order 1000 Changes  

6. PCWG Quarterly Report Review*........................................................................... Cary Frizzell (30 min) 

7. Other Items ........................................................................................................................................... All 

8. Summary of Action Items ......................................................................................... Cary Frizzell (2 min) 

9. Develop Agenda for Next Meeting ............................................................................. Terri Gallup (5 min) 

10. Other Working Group Activity Update ...................................................................... Cary Frizzell (5 min) 

11. Future Meeting Dates and Locations ..................................................................................... All (30 min) 

 

April 1  SPP Office, Little Rock 
May 6  AEP Office, Dallas 
June 3  XCEL Office, Denver 
July 1  SPP Office, Little Rock 
Aug. 5  OG&E Office, OKC  

Sept. 2  OPPD Office, Omaha 
Oct. 7  ITCGP Office, Topeka 
Nov. 4  KCPL Office, Kansas City 
Dec. 2  SPP Office, Little Rock 

 

* Background Materials Included 
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Southwest Power Pool 

PROJECT COST WORKING GROUP MEETING 

February 4, 2015 

Kansas City Power and Light Office-Downtown, 1200 Main Street, Kansas City, MO 64105 
Room:  1KC-02 Southwest 

 
•  M I N U T E S  •  

 

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 

a. Call to Order & Introductions 
Chair Terri Gallup (AEP) called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m., welcomed those in attendance, 
and asked for introductions (Attachment 1 – PCWG Attendance 2-4-2015).    
 

b. Receipt of Proxies 
SPP Staff Secretary Cary Frizzell announced three proxies for the meeting: 

• Art Wiese (NPPD) for Dave Kimball (NPPD)  
• John Bailey (OPPD) for Leland Jacobson (OPPD) 
• Clarence Suppes (SEPC) for Tom Hestermann (SEPC) 
• Brian Gedrich (NextEra Energy) for Matthew Gomes (NextEra Energy) 

 
c. Review of Agenda 

The Chair asked the PCWG for edits or additions to the agenda (Attachment 2 – PCWG Agenda 
2-4-2015).  It was decided to discuss Agenda Item 5b at the same time as Agenda Item 4. 
 

d. Approval of Previous Meeting Minutes 
The Chair presented for review the minutes from the net conference meeting held on January 7th 
and asked for any additions or corrections (Attachment 3 – PCWG Meeting Minutes 1-7-2014). 
The Chair asked that modifications be made to the summary of the PCWG Survey Results to 
reflect a more accurate description of the discussion.   
 
Al Ackland (KCPL) moved and Clarence Suppes (SEPC) seconded that the minutes be 
approved as amended. The motion passed unanimously. 
 
The Chair also presented for review the minutes from the meeting held on December 9th and 
asked for any additions or corrections (Attachment 4 – PCWG Meeting Minutes 12-9-2014). 

 
Thomas Maldonado (SPS) moved and Tom Littleton (OMPA) seconded that the minutes be 
approved as presented. The motion passed unanimously. 
 

 

Agenda Item 2 – Review of Past Action Items 

The Staff Secretary led a review of the Action Item list for February (Attachment 5 – PCWG Action Items 
2-4-2015).  No other comments were made regarding action items.  
 

Agenda Item 3 – MOPC and BOD Updates 
The Chair updated the PCWG on the activities pertinent to the group that took place at the Markets and 
Operations Policy Committee (MOPC) and SPP Board of Directors (BOD) meeting in January.  The Chair 
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noted that Jeff Stebbins (Tri-County Electric) presented the Minimum Design Standards (MDS) to the 
MOPC and received unanimous approval.  
 

Agenda Item 4 – Business Practice 7060 Review 

In January, the group reviewed Business Practice 7060 in order to determine if the initiative assigned to 
the PCWG by the Strategic Planning Committee for cost controls for competitive transmission has been 
adequately addressed in recent modifications to the Business Practice. The PCWG made edits to various 
sections of the document, primarily for clarity. Questions were also asked about some of the existing 
language being still applicable due to the addition of Competitive Projects. SPP Staff researched those 
questions and presented the new edits to the document based on those issues to the PCWG (Attachment 
6 – BPR-tbd BP7060 FERC Order 1000 Clean-up).  
 
Staff confirmed that projects originating out of Generation Interconnection studies would not be 
considered Competitive Projects. 
 
The suggestion was made to add language to the Business Practice that defines the action the BOD 
takes when an NTC is suspended. Staff took an action item to develop draft language for the group to 
review at the next scheduled meeting in March.  
    
 
**The decision was made to move directly to Agenda Item 5b for the convenience of the presenters.** 
 

 Agenda Item 5b – Study Estimates in ITP Study Processes 
The group discussed the development of Study Estimates within the Integrated Transmission Planning 
(ITP) study processes that concluded in January. Some Transmission Owners (TOs) expected all Study 
Estimates for Projects that were considered non-Competitive to be completed by the incumbent TOs, as 
had been the process in previous ITP studies.  As the ITP study processes were modified to 
accommodate the Order 1000 process, Staff determined that all Study Estimates would be developed by 
an independent party to be able to indiscriminately evaluate all project proposals. Some concern was 
expressed that more re-evaluations could occur due to cost variances after NTCs were issued because 
the Study Estimates were developed by the independent party and not the incumbent TOs who have the 
most knowledge of their respective systems.  
 
The group discussed a couple of possible solutions, including the standardization of Study Estimates and 
the addition of a new cost estimation stage between BOD approval of projects and the issuance of NTCs. 
PCWG members were encouraged to discuss the issue at their respective companies in preparation for a 
continuation of the discussion regarding the issue at the March meeting. It was noted that further changes 
to Business Practice 7060 would likely be the most appropriate method in proposing a solution to the 
issue, although other ways of resolution would be welcomed.  

 

Agenda Item 5a– Definition of Rebuild  

To address Action Item #113, Ben Bright (Staff) presented to the group a process flow for determining 
which projects would be considered Competitive (Attachment 7 -- SPCTF1000_Rebuilds_12-11-
2014_v1). Included in this process was the determination and definition of a “rebuild” project. Staff will 
categorize each project as Competitive or non-Competitive using the criteria listed in the process flow 
after each ITP study and corresponding list of projects is approved by the BOD.  
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Agenda Item 5c– Review of BPR-059  

Mr. Bright then presented to the PCWG a draft of Business Practice Revision 059 (Attachment 8 - 
BPR059 Competitive Upgrade Request for Proposal (RFP) Issuance (BP7700)_Draft_1-30-2015), which 
serves as an addendum to Business Practice 7700, Competitive Upgrade Request for Proposal (RFP). 
BPR-059 further defines the RFP process in the Transmission Owner Selection Process (TOSP) under 
Attachment Y of the Tariff as it relates to RFP issuance and receipt.  
 
Another business practice revision (BPR-66) is currently in development which will address the RFP 
process after the point in which the BOD approves a project until the point an RFP is issued.  
 
Mr. Bright noted that BPR-059 would be presented to the BPWG and other pertinent working groups in 
the coming weeks in anticipation that it would be reviewed by the MOPC in April. The PCWG will be 
provided revisions to the document if and when they occur during other working group review sessions. 

 

Agenda Item 6– Review of Projects to be Withdrawn 

The Staff Secretary presented a list of projects that were approved to have their NTCs withdrawn at the 
January BOD meeting (Attachment 9 - NTCs Withdrawn - Q1 2015). This communication was made to 
the group to adhere to Section 7.1 of Business Practice 7060, which requires the disclosure of withdrawn 
NTCs to the PCWG once Staff has determined to recommend their withdrawal to the BOD.   
  
The group discussed the NTC re-evaluation process, and what events triggered the re-evaluations of 
each of the projects that were to have NTCs withdrawn. The Staff Secretary noted that most re-
evaluations are done either by the TO’s request or because of a cost variance bandwidth violation.  
 
 

Agenda Item 7– MDSTF Update on MOPC Directive for 230 kV 

Jeff Stebbins informed the PCWG the MOPC approval of the MDS was with the understanding that the 
minimum amperage for 230 kV conductor would be changed from 2000 to 1200.  The 1200 Amp value 
was approved by the Minimum Design Standards Task Force (MDSTF) but was errantly left as 2000 
Amps on the version of the MDS included in the MOPC background materials.  

The MDSTF will meet at a future time to develop more clarification and definition regarding the line and 
bus conductor ratings.   

 

Agenda Item 8– Review PCWG Resource Documents 

The Chair and Staff Secretary led the PCWG through a brief review of the documentation listed in the 
Resource Documents folder on the PCWG webpage on SPP.org.   

These documents can be found using these breadcrumbs:  www.spp.org>Org Groups>Project Cost 
Working Group>PCWG Resource Documents 

Or this direct link http://www.spp.org/section.asp?group=2082&pageID=27 

 
The PCWG membership was asked to provide to the Staff Secretary any additional documentation 
available that would be pertinent to the Environmental Resource List.  

http://www.spp.org/section.asp?group=2082&pageID=27
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Agenda Item 9– Other Items 
The Staff Secretary mentioned training sessions upcoming for the new revision request process approved 
by the MOPC in January. The training sessions will be conducted February 24th and 27th (refer to the SPP 
calendar on SPP.org to register). All PCWG members were encouraged to participate in one of the 
training sessions, if possible.  
 
 

Agenda Item 10 – Summary of Action Items 
Staff Secretary reviewed the following new action items: 
 

• Staff to develop draft language to include in the latest Business Practice 7060 revision defining 
the NTC Suspension process for the group to review at the next scheduled meeting in March.  

• PCWG members to provide any additional documentation available that would be pertinent to the 
Environmental Resource List.  
 
 

 
Agenda Item 11 – Develop Agenda for Next Meeting 

The group discussed the following list as potential agenda items for the next scheduled meeting in March: 
 

• Continuation of the Study Estimate issue within ITP study processes 
• Review draft NTC Suspension language within Business Practice 7060 
• Update on BPR-059 
• Update from MDSTF 
• Review any cost estimate bandwidth violations and/or PCWG quarterly report to MOPC  
• Update on final costs – Project Tracking vs. formula rate data  
• Discuss remaining PCWG meeting schedule for 2015 

 
 
 
 

Agenda Item 12 – Other Working Group Activity Update 

The Staff Secretary mentioned other working group meeting dates pertinent to the PCWG, including the 
BPWG, TWG, and the two training sessions for the new revision request process.   
 
 
Agenda Item 13 – Future Meeting Dates and Locations 

The March meeting will be held at AEP’s office in Dallas, Texas. The April meeting will be held at SPP’s 
office in Little Rock, Arkansas. 
 
 
Meeting adjourned at 1:30 pm.   
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Cary Frizzell 
Secretary 
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Attachments 
Attachment 1 – PCWG Attendance 2-4-2015 
Attachment 2 – PCWG Agenda 2-4-2015 
Attachment 3 -- PCWG Meeting Minutes 1-7-2015 
Attachment 4 -- PCWG Meeting Minutes 12-9-2014 
Attachment 5 – PCWG Action Items 2-4-2015 
Attachment 6 – BPR-tbd BP7060 FERC Order 1000 Clean-up 
Attachment 7 -- SPCTF1000_Rebuilds_12-11-2014_v1 
Attachment 8 -- BPR059 Competitive Upgrade Request for Proposal (RFP) Issuance (BP7700)_Draft_1-
30-2015 
Attachment 9 -- NTCs Withdrawn - Q1 2015 



 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
PROJECT COST WORKING GROUP 
Pending Action Items Status Report 

 
March 4, 2015 

 Action Item Date 
Originated Status Comments 

13 As directed by MOPC at the January 
meeting, review and recommend any 
changes to the Quarterly Tracking 
Report process, including timing, data 
requested, format of data reporting, 
interaction with other project cost-
related initiatives, etc. 

February 7, 
2012 On Going 

MOPC Action item 
complete.  Ongoing 
project to identify 
improvements 

113 Staff will review 80% of cost for 
Greenfield language and how to apply 
in the Competitive Bidding 

September 9, 
2014 Complete 

Discussed in 
February 4, 2015 
meeting 

119 Staff will review other Business 
Practices to see if they pertain to 
PCWG 

November 4, 
2014 In Progress  

122 Staff will follow up on the action items 
within Business Practice 7060 and 
provide a revised Business Practice 
document in the February PCWG 
meeting and continue the redline of 
the document review and vote in 
February. 
 

January 7, 
2015 Complete 

Discussed in 
February 4, 2015 
meeting 

123 Staff to develop red line language for 
NTC Suspension and add it to the 
redline draft of Business Practice 7060 
for the March PCWG meeting. 
 

February 4, 
2015 In Meeting  

124  PCWG members to provide any 
additional documentation to the Staff 
Secretary that would be pertinent to 
the Environmental Resource List. 

February 4, 
2015 In Progress  

 



Project Review: 
Renfrow – Medford 
Tap – Coyote – 
Chikaskia 138 kV 

PCWG 
March 4, 2015 

1 



DPA Study 
Complete 

NTC 
Issued 

Updated 
Estimate  

Renfrow – Medford Tap – Coyote – Chikaskia 138 kV 

2 

February 2013 

Project originally identified in Delivery 
Point Addition (DPA) study to serve the 
load included in multiple DPA requests 
in the north central Oklahoma area 

October 2013 

NTCs issued to OG&E and Western 
Farmers; total project cost 
estimated at $31.9 million 

February 2015 

Updated cost estimate submitted 
by OG&E during the Q2 2015 
update cycle 



3 

Medford Tap 

Coyote 

A 

B C 
D 

E 

F 



4 

UID Owner Project Scope 

A OG&E  Build new 3.1-mile 138 kV line from Renfrow to Medford Tap 

B WFEC  Build new 6.5-mile 138 kV line from Medford Tap to Pond Creek 

C OG&E  Build new 18.9-mile 138 kV line from Medford Tap to new Coyote (prev. Doolin) substation 

D OG&E  Build new 6-mile 138 kV line from Chikaskia to new Coyote (prev. Doolin) substation 

E OG&E  Build new 138 kV Coyote (prev. Doolin) switching station 

F OG&E  Install new 138 kV three-way transmission line switch at Medford Tap 

Owner NTC Project 
Estimate (NPE) 

NPE Adjusted for 
Inflation Q2 2015 Update Variance Var. % 

A OG&E $3,195,056 $3,274,932 $2,056,746 -$1,218,186 -37.2% 

B WFEC $3,540,000 $3,719,213 $3,540,000 -$179,213 -4.8% 

C OG&E $13,765,950 $14,110,099 $11,165,950 -$2,944,149 -20.9% 

D OG&E $8,164,117 $8,368,220 $5,256,327 -$3,111,893 -37.2% 

E OG&E $3,041,661 $3,117,703 $3,041,661 -$76,042 -2.4% 

F OG&E $185,400 $190,035 $185,400 -$4,635 -2.4% 

Total $31,892,184 $32,780,201 $25,246,084 -$7,534,117 -23.0% 

Renfrow – Medford Tap – Coyote – Chikaskia 138 kV Overview 



Project Cost Trend 

5 
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NPE Adjusted for Inflation $3,274,932 % Change 

1  Right-of-way and material costs were much less ($200,000) -6.1% 

2  Material costs were less than anticipated ($400,000)  -12.2% 

3  Construction costs were done internally instead of with contract crew ($400,186)  -12.2 

4  Project management was done internally instead of contracted out ($218,000)  -6.7 

Q2 2015 Estimate $2,056,746 -37.2% 

A) Medford Tap – Renfrow 138 kV New Line 

6 

Expenditures Info 

Expenditures $2,056,746 

Committed Amount $0 

Total $2,056,746 

% of Latest Estimate 100.0% 

Future Risks 

None 



NPE Adjusted for Inflation $14,110,099 % Change 

1  No variance from straight line distance was experienced ($1,204,149)  -8.5% 

2  Material cost was less than anticipated ($1,300,000)  -9.2% 

3  Right-of-way was less than anticipated ($440,000)  -3.1% 

Q2 2015 Estimate $11,165,950 -20.9% 

C) Coyote - Medford Tap 138 kV New Line 

7 

Expenditures Info 

Expenditures $11,165,950 

Committed Amount $0 

Total $11,165,950 

% of Latest Estimate 100.0% 

Future Risks 

None except one condemnation yet to be resolved 



NPE Adjusted for Inflation $8,368,220 % Change 

1  Mileage was less than anticipated ($800,000)  -9.6% 

2  Right-of-way thru town of Blackwell far less than anticipated ($600,000)  -7.2% 

3  Material costs lower than anticipated ($1,000,000)  -11.9% 

4  Internal project management instead of use of contractor ($500,000)  -6.0% 

5  Scope of Chikaskia substation work less than anticipated ($211,893)  -2.5% 

Q2 2015 Estimate $5,256,327  -37.2% 

D) Chikaskia – Coyote 138 kV New Line 

8 

Expenditures Info 

Expenditures $5,256,327 

Committed Amount $0 

Total $5,256,327 

% of Latest Estimate 100.0% 

Future Risks 

None 
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A Medford Tap - Renfrow 138 kV New Line 5/1/2013 1/1/2015 C C C C C C 

B Medford Tap - Pond Creek 138 kV New Line 5/1/2013 4/29/2016 IP IP IP IP NS NS 

C Coyote - Medford Tap 138 kV New Line 6/1/2015 C C C C C C 

D Chikaskia - Coyote 138 kV New Line 5/1/2013 1/1/2015 C C C C C C 

E Coyote 138 kV Switching Station  5/1/2013 1/1/2015 C C C C C C 

F Medford Tap 138 kV Line Switch 5/1/2013 5/1/2014 C C C C C C 

Estimated Completion 
C Complete 

IP In Progress 

NS Not Started 

N/A Not Applicable 



Recommendation Options 
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For PCWG consideration to recommend to MOPC and 
Board, per BP 7060: 

i. Accept the cost estimate deviation as reasonable and 
acceptable and reset the baseline used to evaluate future 
cost estimate deviations 

ii. Identify all or a portion of the costs related to the variances 
and recommend any changes to the NTC that would reduce 
the cost or avoid the issues that may be causing the increase 

iii. Suspend all future expenditures on the project while SPP 
restudies the project to determine appropriate changes to 
the NTC, possible withdrawal of the NTC or whether an 
alternative project should replace the project 



Study Estimates in 
ITP Studies for Non-
Competitive Projects 

PCWG 
March 4, 2015 

1 



Overview of Issue 

2 

• All Study Estimates for 2015 ITP10 and ITPNT developed by 
SPP and a 3rd party vendor 

– Prior to Order 1000, incumbent TOs provided Study Estimates 

– Study Estimates ±30% of final cost and used in report analysis 
approved by BOD 

– Used for all projects considered in the ITP study processes - 
whether competitive or non-competitive projects 
 According to Attachment Y, Section I, a decision on which projects are 

competitive does not occur until after BOD approval 

 All analysis used same cost estimate - no bias from different sources 

• Concern expressed regarding the accuracy of Study 
Estimates for non-competitive projects 

– More NPE/CPE (±20%) bandwidths could be found outside of Study 
Estimate bandwidths, causing more NTC re-evaluations  

 



Potential Solution 1 

3 

• After BOD approval, add an additional estimate stage 
following the competitive/non-competitive decision 

• For non-competitive projects, DTOs would be given an 
additional period (15-45 days) to submit Study Estimates 

• Pros 
– Possibly no Tariff changes 

– Could be implemented in the short-term 

• Cons 
– Adds additional time to study processes by delaying NTC issuance 

– Changes in estimates would likely require additional BOD review 



Potential Solution 2 

4 

• Obtain Study Estimates from both incumbent TOs and 
independent estimates in parallel 

• SPP Planning Staff would only be allowed to utilize 
independent estimates in determining portfolio 

• After portfolio is finalized, Study Estimates from incumbent 
TOs placed on non-competitive projects for ITP report prior to 
BOD review 

• Pros 
– No delays in study process and NTC issuance 

– Could be implemented in the short-term 

• Cons 
– Requires Tariff change to move competitive/non-competitive decision 

– Estimates that determine portfolio will not match estimates on report 

 

 



Potential Solution 3 

5 

• Standardize Study Estimates at the sub-regional level 
– SPP TOs provide standard cost values for transmission facilities for 

their area 

– Standardized cost values for sub-regions would be vetted and 
approved by pertinent SPP working groups 

• Pros 
– Allows incumbent TO participation in Study Estimate generation while 

ensuring fairness in portfolio selection 

– Eliminates cost for 3rd party vendor 

• Cons 
– Determining right level of granularity (i.e., sub-region boundaries, 

urban construction cost adders, etc.) 

– Likely not implemented in short-term 
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1. Notification to Construct 
An SPP Notification to Construct (NTC) letter is a formal document directing the Designated Transmission 
Owner (DTO) for the commencement of construction of Network Upgrades that have been approved or 
endorsed by the SPP Board of Directors (BOD) intended to meet the construction needs of the SPP 
Transmission Expansion Plan (STEP), SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATT), or Regional 
Transmission Organization (RTO).  

2. Notification to Construct with Conditions 
An SPP Notification to Construct with Conditions (NTC-C) letter is a formal document directing a DTO to 
further refine its Study Estimate, as defined in Section 8, for an Applicable Project.  An NTC-C does not 
authorize the DTO to start construction or to order materials for the project. 
 
The NTC-C will direct a DTO to perform detailed engineering and cost studies within a stated timeframe in 
the NTC-C letter to refine its Study Estimate for further SPP analysis to determine if the project should 
proceed with an NTC for actual construction.  The DTO shall provide SPP an estimate of the engineering 
and other costs (i.e., such as the costs for engineering to develop the design, perform siting/routing 
reviews, perform environmental studies, or to take other actions required to refine the Study Estimate) 
required to develop the NTC-C Project Estimate (CPE). 
 

2.1. Legacy Project 

A Legacy Project is a construction project for which SPP has issued an NTC prior to January 1, 2012. 
 
 



2.2. Applicable Projects 

Applicable Projects are construction projects, including Legacy Projects, that SPP has the authority to 
direct construction of, has a nominal operating voltage of 100 kV or above, and has a Study Estimate in 
excess of $20 million.  A single Applicable Project may consist of multiple upgrades or multiple projects 
assigned to multiple DTOs. A non-Applicable Project with a nominal operating voltage of 100 kV or above 
that has been issued an NTC will become an Applicable Project if either its NTC Project Estimate (NPE) 
or any subsequent cost estimate exceeds $20 million.  Applicable Projects will continue to be Applicable 
Projects even if their subsequent cost estimates fall below $20 million. 

 

2.3. Competitive Projects 

Competitive Projects are construction projects that are subject to the Transmission Owner Selection 
Process (TOSP), as defined in Attachment Y of the SPP OATT.  
 

3. Issuance of an NTC or NTC-C 
The authority for SPP to issue an NTC is derived from approval by the BOD, a FERC filed Service 
Agreement under the SPP OATT, an endorsed Economic or Sponsored Upgrade upon the execution of a 
contract that financially commits a Project Sponsor to fund such upgrade, or when such upgrade is 
otherwise required pursuant to the tariff.  An NTC or NTC-C may be issued for projects originating from 
study processes described in Section VI of Attachment O of the OATT. 
 
The issuance of an NTC or NTC-C represents that the Network Upgrade is eligible for cost recovery 
under the SPP OATT, including if SPP withdraws the NTC or NTC-C as described in Section 7 below. 
 
For non-Competitive Projects, SPP will issue an NTC-C for Applicable Projects.    SPP staff will provide 
the timeframe that the DTO has to provide its CPE to SPP in the NTC-C letter. 
 
SPP will issue an NTC or NTC-C under the conditions and time constraints defined in Sections 3.1 
through 3.5. 

An NTC-C shall not be issued for a Competitive Project. 
 

 

3.1. Approved Network Upgrades from ITP/High Priority Studies 
Unless previously issued, SPP staff will issue NTC(s) or NTC-C(s) for all Network Upgrades approved by 
the BOD for which financial commitment is required prior to the approval of the next update of the STEP.  
Additionally if authorized by the BOD, SPP staff will issue an NTC/NTC-C for each Network Upgrade for 
which a financial commitment is needed within the next four years or other time period as designated by 
the BOD.  For a non-Competitive Project, such an NTC/NTC-C will be issued within 15 business days 
from the time the SPP BOD approves the project. For a Competitive Project, an NTC will be issued to the 
Selected RFP Respondent in accordance with Attachment Y of the OATT.  
 

 
3.2. Sponsored Upgrades 
An NTC will be issued for an endorsed Sponsored Upgrade once a project sponsor has financially 
committed to pay for the Sponsored Upgrade. 
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3.3. Network Upgrades related to Transmission Service requests 

Unless previously issued, SPP staff will issue NTCs or NTC-Cs for all identified non-Competitive Projects 
associated with Transmission Service Agreements (TSAs) within 15 business days from the time at which 
SPP receives from all customers in an Aggregate Study executed TSA(s) or written request(s) from 
customer(s) requesting a TSA be filed unexecuted. For an identified Competitive Project associated with 
a TSA, SPP staff will issue an NTC to the Selected RFP Respondent in accordance with Attachment Y of 
the OATT. 
 
3.4. Network Upgrades related to Generation Interconnection requests 

Unless previously issued, SPP staff may issue NTCs for identified project(s) associated with Generation 
Interconnection Agreements (GIA) to an affected Transmission Owner (TO) who is not a party to the GIA 
within 15 business days from the Effective Date of the GIA. 
 
 

3.5. Network Upgrades related to Attachment AQ requests 

Unless previously issued, SPP staff will issue NTCs or NTC-Cs for all identified projects associated with 
the request within 15 business days from the time at which SPP receives the updated and executed 
Network Integrated Transmission Service Agreement. 
 

4. Format of NTC/NTC-C Letters and Identification Numbers 
To ensure proper and consistent documentation of approved Network Upgrades, SPP NTC and NTC-C 
letters shall include, at a minimum, the information in Sections 4.1 through 4.5. 
 
A Sample NTC for a Network Upgrade is provided as Appendix A in this document.  A Sample NTC-C for 
a Network Upgrade is provided as Appendix B in this document. 
 
 
4.1. NTC/NTC-C Information 

 The NTC is assigned a unique NTC Identification Number. 
 NTC ID# convention, SPP-NTC-# 
 Example:  SPP-NTC-1 

 The NTC-C is assigned an NTC Identification Number just as an NTC. 
 

4.2. Project Information 
 Projects are assigned a unique Project Identification Number (PID). 

 Project ID# convention, SPP-PID-# 
 Example:  SPP-PID-1 

 Projects consist of one or more Network Upgrades. 
 The Project name will generally describe the Network Upgrades associated with the 

Project.  
 Project Information will include an Estimated Cost and a Project Schedule, which will 

include, at a minimum, the Need Date. 
 
4.3. Network Upgrade Information 

 Network Upgrades are assigned a unique Upgrade Identification Number (UID) 
 Network Upgrade ID# convention, SPP-UID-# 



 Example:  SPP-UID-1 
 

 The Network Upgrade Description will provide a brief scope of the Network Upgrade 
 
 Documentation of Network Upgrade Owner 

 SPP Member/facility owner(s) and Contact Information 
 Markets and Operations Policy Committee (MOPC) Representative 
 TWG Representative, if applicable 
 

 Categorization 
 Economic as a part of a Balanced Portfolio 
 Integrated Transmission Planning Process 
 Sponsored Upgrade 
 Service Upgrade 
 Zonal Reliability Upgrade 
 Other 
 

 Upgrade Specifications 
 Upgrade Type:  Reconductor, Rebuild, New Construction, etc. 
 Voltage levels  
 Estimated Line Length and minimum required summer and winter rating 
 Transformer, minimum required summer and winter rating 
 Associated terminal equipment, minimum required summer and winter rating 
 Any other static equipment 
 

 Network Upgrade Justification 
 NERC Reliability Compliance  
 Regional Study reliability 
 Zonal criteria 
 Transmission service request – List Aggregate study number with reference to 

posted facility log 
 Economic 
 Other 
 

 Need Date 
 
 Network Upgrade cost estimate in present day dollars, date of cost estimate, and 

origination of cost estimate. 
 
 Cost recovery for Network Upgrade 

 Base Plan Allocated  
 Direct Assignment 
 Project Sponsor 
 Zonal 
 Regional 
 Other 
 

4.4. Documentation of Approvals 
 BOD approval or endorsement date or reference to approved motion 
 Service Agreement number  
 Commitment details of Sponsored Upgrades 
 



4.5. Documentation of Project History 
 The NTC/NTC-C will list any previously issued NTC ID or NTC-C ID numbers associated 

with the approved Network Upgrade or Network Upgrade change 
 The NTC/NTC-C will include any related past NTC/NTC-C identification numbers to 

ensure proper documentation of the approval 
 When the situation warrants issuing a new NTC/NTC-C, the new NTC/NTC-C will include 

past NTC/NTC-C numbers and information documenting the Network Upgrade change 
and party requesting the formally approved Network Upgrade change, rationale for the 
change and approvals for the scope adjustments 

 
 

5. Acceptance of an NTC-C or NTC 

5.1. For all Applicable Projects that have been issued an NTC-C 
The DTO shall provide to SPP, within 90 days of the date of the NTC-C letter, a written commitment that it 
has accepted to construct the Network Upgrade(s) and that it shall provide SPP with an NTC-C Project 
Estimate (CPE), as described in Section 8.4, on or before the due date requested by SPP in the NTC-C 
letter.  The DTO shall advise SPP of any inability to provide the CPE by the SPP requested date as soon 
as the inability becomes apparent to the DTO. 
 
If the CPE variance bandwidth of -20% to +20% does not exceed the Study Estimate variance bandwidth 
of -30% to +30%, as discussed in Section 8, the Applicable Project’s cost variance will be deemed 
acceptable and SPP staff will remove the conditions in the NTC-C and SPP staff will notify the DTO in 
writing within 5 business days that the conditions have been removed and issue a new NTC to the DTO, 
pursuant to Section 5.2.1 below.  This will be the authorization for the DTO to proceed with the 
construction of the Applicable Project.  In other words, if the CPE is not greater than 1.0833 times the 
Study Estimate and is not less than 0.875 times the Study Estimate, an NTC will be issued with no further 
review. 
 
If the CPE variance bandwidth exceeds the variance bandwidth of -30% to +30% of the Study Estimate, 
SPP staff will re-evaluate this Applicable Project using the new cost estimate data provided by the DTO, 
and will make a recommendation to the BOD at its next regularly scheduled meeting.  In other words, if 
the CPE is greater than 1.0833 times the Study Estimate or is less than 0.875 times the Study Estimate 
SPP staff will re-evaluate the project. 
 
The CPE received from the DTO will be used as the established baseline cost estimate for reporting all 
future cost estimate changes during the Project Tracking process for the project and will be the basis for 
determining project cost variances. 

5.2. For all projects that have been issued an NTC 
 

5.2.1. Non-Competitive Projects 
If the DTO accepts the NTC for a non-Competitive Project, it shall respond as prescribed in the NTC letter 
and provide SPP with a refined Study Estimate.  This estimate is referred to as the NTC Project Estimate 
(NPE), as described in Section 8.54. 

 

The NPE received from the DTO for these projects will be used as the established baseline cost estimate 
for reporting all future cost estimate changes during the Project Tracking process and will be the basis for 
determining project cost variances. 



 
The baseline cost estimate for a Legacy Project shall be established as the value submitted in Project 
Tracking as of January 31, 2014, listed on the 2014 Quarter 2 SPP Project Tracking Report and approved 
by the BOD.  
 

5.2.2. Competitive Projects 
If the Selected RFP Respondent accepts the NTC for a Competitive Project, it shall respond within seven 
(7) calendar days of receiving the notice as described in Attachment Y of the SPP OATT. Once the 
conditions listed in Attachment Y are met, the Selected RFP Respondent will become the DTO.  

The cost estimate provided in the response to the RFP by the DTO for a Competitive Project will be used 
as the established baseline cost estimate for reporting all future cost estimate changes during the Project 
Tracking process and will be the basis for determining project cost variances.  This estimate is referred to 
as the RFP Response Estimate (RRE), as described in Section 8.5. 

 

6. NTC/NTC-C Modification 
It is recognized that from time to time modifications may be necessary to NTCs/NTC-Cs.  The following 
sections outline the process to be used and the conditions under which an NTC/NTC-C may be modified. 
 

6.1. Changes That Could Require a Modification 
In the event that changes occur that could cause an NTC/NTC-C for a Project to be modified, SPP may 
re-study the need for the Project.  Changes that could cause an NTC/NTC-C for a Project to be modified 
include but are not limited to: 
 

NTC/NTC-C 

 Change in scope 
 Change in the In-Service Date or Need Date 
 Changes in load 
 Changes in generation 
 Annulment of Transmission Service Requests (TSR) 
 Change in local planning criteria 
 Modeling error 
 Change in DTO 

 

NTC 

 Change in cost estimates 

 

6.2. Restrictions to Modifications to an NTC/NTC-C 
Modifications must not: 
 

 Cause adverse impact to Service Agreements or other contractually committed service under the 
SPP OATT 

 Render firm transmission service under the OATT undeliverable 
 



6.3. Stakeholder Request for Project Re-Study 
A stakeholder wishing to have an NTC/NTC-C Project restudied must provide SPP with the necessary 
model changes needed to study the modification of the Project in the appropriate models.  If SPP 
determines that a change has occurred that could cause an NTC/NTC-C for a Project to be modified, 
SPP will perform the necessary analysis to determine if the Project modification meets the Network 
Upgrade Justification of the original Project as described in Section 4.3.  For a Project modification to be 
deemed reasonable, it must meet or exceed the Network Upgrade Justification of the original Project. 
 

6.4. Notifications if NTC/NTC-C is Modified 
If SPP determines that an NTC/NTC-C Project modification is reasonable, it will inform the TWG, MOPC, 
and BOD of this fact at their next regularly scheduled quarterly meeting and request the BOD approval or 
endorsement, as necessary, to issue an NTC/NTC-C modification. 
 
After the BOD approves or endorses the NTC/NTC-C modification, SPP will issue a modified NTC/NTC-
C, as needed. 

6.5. Modifications to NTCs for Applicable Projects 
After an NTC has been issued for an Applicable Project, and a modification is required, an NTC-C shall 
not be issued. 
 

6.6. Change in Scope 
A modification to an NTC/NTC-C shall be required if a change to the scope of the Project requires a 
modification in the designated Project.  A change to the scope shall mean those new objectives that have 
a material impact on the required operating characteristics of the Transmission System pursuant to all 
applicable requirements of the SPP Tariff, SPP Criteria, NERC Reliability Standards, and the 
Transmission Provider's and TO's Transmission Planning Reliability Criteria in effect to maintain the 
reliable operation of the Transmission System in accordance with Good Utility Practice.  Such changes 
may include but are not limited to: 
 

 Topology 
 Routing changes 
 Interconnection point changes 

 Operating Characteristics 
 Changes in load 
 Changes in generation 
 Changes in local planning criteria 
 Modeling errors 
 Unavoidable need for modifications in distribution 
 

And must: 
 

 Provide comparable or improved level of electrical performance 
 Not cause adverse impact to Service Agreements or other contractually committed service sold 

under the SPP OATT 
 Not render sold firm transmission service undeliverable 

 
In the event that the scope of an NTC/NTC-C needs to be modified, a new NTC/NTC-C letter shall be 
issued to clarify the change and to reflect any modifications to Project scope.  SPP staff will complete the 
appropriate review for a modification. 
 



If a stakeholder wishes to propose a change in the scope of an NTC/NTC-C or wishes to propose an 
alternative transmission solution to an already approved Network Upgrade, the requestor shall coordinate 
the proposed change with SPP staff. 
 

6.7. Change in the In-Service Date or Need Date 
It is recognized that a change in an NTC/NTC-C may be necessary due to required changes to the 
Project schedule. 
 
Through the processes identified in Section 3, SPP could change the Need Date, which would result in an 
NTC/NTC-C modification. 
 
The following items are not expected to cause a change in an NTC/NTC-C due to the fact that time 
delays associated with these causes are handled through a mitigation plan or a re-dispatch option, as 
appropriate: 

 Not enough time to complete Project based on SPP’s Need Date 
 Unforeseen delays, such as:  

 Regulatory 
 Siting 
 Construction 
 Equipment delivery 

 

6.8. Change in Designated Transmission Owner 
A modified NTC/NTC-C shall be required if there is a change in the DTO of a Project.  Once the change in 
DTO is approved, SPP shall issue a modified NTC/NTC-C reflecting the change in DTO.  SPP shall 
inform the TWG and the PCWG of an approved change in DTO at their respective next regularly 
scheduled meeting. 

 

7. NTC/NTC-C Withdrawal and Suspension 
In the event that changes occur which could render an NTC/NTC-C for an approved Project unnecessary, 
SPP may re-study the need for the Project.  Changes that could render an NTC/NTC-C for an approved 
Project unnecessary include but are not limited to: 

 Changes in load 
 Changes in generation 
 Annulment of TSR’s 
 Change in local planning criteria 
 Modeling error 

 
But must not: 

 Cause adverse impact to Service Agreements or other contractually committed service under the 
SPP OATT 

 Render firm transmission service undeliverable 
 



7.1. Stakeholder Request for Project Re-studied for Withdrawal 
A stakeholder wishing to have an NTC/NTC-C Project re-studied for withdrawal must provide SPP with 
the necessary information needed to study the removal of the Project from the appropriate models.  If 
SPP determines that changes have occurred that could render an NTC/NTC-C for an approved Project 
unnecessary, SPP will perform any necessary analysis and will, in consultation with stakeholders, 
determine if the Project is still required.  Consideration of NTC/NTC-C withdrawal will take into account 
the stage of development of the Project and discussion with the DTO. 
 
If SPP confirms that an NTC/NTC-C Project is unnecessary, it will inform the TWG, PCWG, MOPC, and 
BOD of this fact at their next regularly scheduled meeting and request approval by the BOD, as 
necessary, to withdraw the NTC/NTC-C. 
 
After the BOD approves the withdrawal of an NTC/NTC-C, SPP will notify the DTO that the NTC/NTC-C 
has been withdrawn.  If the NTC/NTC-C was due to a Service Agreement, then the NTC/NTC-C 
withdrawal shall not need TWG, MOPC, or BOD approval but shall be addressed by SPP staff.  SPP staff 
will work in coordination with the DTO to properly and safely stop all activities on the Project. 
 

7.2. Notify SPP of Costs Related to an NTC Withdrawal 
Within six months after receiving an NTC/NTC-C withdrawal, the DTO shall notify SPP of any costs that it 
incurred prior to receiving the withdrawal of the NTC/NTC-C for reimbursement pursuant to Section VIII of 
Attachment J to the SPP OATT. 
 
 

1. NTC/NTC-C Suspension 
An NTC/NTC-C suspension is a directive from the BOD to pausesuspend all activities and future 
expenditures for the suspended Project in question until the BOD takes further action on the NTC/NTC-C. 
The BOD may suspend an NTC/NTC-C Ffor any Project being restudied by SPP issued an NTC, the 
BOD may approve the suspension of the NTC while SPP restudies the Project to determine appropriate 
changes to the NTC. If the BOD suspends an NTC/NTC-C,  An NTC suspension is a directive to pause all 
activities and future expenditures for the Project in question until the BOD takes further action on the 
NTC. SPP will issue a notice of the suspension n NTC suspension letter to the DTO within 15 business 
days of the BOD approval to suspend the NTC/NTC-C. SPP will work in coordination with the DTO to 
properly and safely suspend all activities on the Project.  

8.9. Project Specification and Cost Estimation Process 
A tiered approach for project cost estimates is based upon the level of project definition that is known 
while also considering an appropriate level of risk valuation.  Each Stage of the Cost Estimation process 
is described in more detail below. 
 
 
8.1. Conceptual Estimate Stage 

 
The Conceptual Estimate is the estimate prepared by SPP staff based on historical cost information in 
an SPP database and updated information provided by the TO(s).  It is to be used as a screening tool to 
determine if a project is cost-effective and whether it should be pursued in meeting a determined system 
need.  This estimate would not attempt to address detailed environmental, geography, terrain or other 
issues. 
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In this first stage, SPP staff will develop the initial project scope and Conceptual Estimate using a cost 
estimate tool (database platform) that will be developed in conjunction with the TO(s).  The cost 
estimating tool will include historical SPP cost data such as construction costs per mile for specific voltage 
levels, substation construction cost estimates, and construction cost modifiers for other relevant factors 
such as differences in region, terrain, urban/rural, etc.  This will allow cost estimates to be developed to 
more readily accommodate the screening of large numbers of potential projects and selecting suitable 
candidates for further study. 
 
The output of the cost estimate tool will be a table providing the total cost estimate for each project under 
consideration, as well as all of the supporting information for each cost estimate.  This will provide an 
easy-to-use reference for the Conceptual Estimates and the ability to determine variations between them.  
SPP staff, in conjunction with the Transmission Owners, will update the cost data used in the cost 
estimate tool on an annual basis.  To support these updates, SPP staff will provide an aggregate 
summary of final cost data collected in the Project Tracking process.  This will ensure the cost estimate 
tool is kept up-to-date for Conceptual Estimates and will help refine the tool to reflect a better estimate of 
actual costs. 

 
 

8.2. Study Estimate Stage 
 
The Study Estimate is the estimate prepared for projects that pass the Conceptual Estimate screening 
process and require a more refined cost estimate for project approval. 
 
The Study Estimate Stage begins after the initial project screening is completed and the list of potential 
projects has been narrowed to those most likely to be selected.  SPP and/or the estimate provider for 
each project must review and refine the project scope as necessary to provide study-level cost estimates 
for each alternative project. 
 
The Study Estimate is the first detailed cost estimate that is required, and will be developed based on the 
Study Estimate Design Guide.  Due to the large number of unknown design and construction parameters 
at this point in the planning process and the project scope, the estimate provider should identify those 
unknowns and the risks associated with them. 
 
The final project cost is expected to be within a -30% to + 30% variance from the Study Estimate. 
 

 
 

8.3. NTC-C Project Estimate Stage 
 

The NTC-C Project Estimate (CPE) is the estimate prepared by a DTO for an Applicable Project after 
the receipt of an NTC-C.  This estimate will include any cost estimate analysis, as described in Section 2.  
The CPE will be used as the established baseline for reporting all cost estimate changes during the 
Project Tracking process and will be the basis for determining project variance.  The NTC-C Project Cost 
Estimate (CPE) provided is expected to be within a +/- 20% precision bandwidth of the final project cost. 
 
The CPE shall be submitted to SPP by the DTO on or before the date stated in the NTC-C letter. 
 
For Applicable Projects originating from an ITP process, the CPE shall be due four months prior to the 
start of the next applicable ITP process (note: ITP processes are described in Attachment O of the SPP 
OATT). 
 
For example, NTC-Cs issued for the 2015 ITP10 will have a CPE return deadline of four months prior to 
the start of the next ITP10 process.  The 2015 ITP10 review was started July 1, 2013 and will complete its 
18 month cycle December 31, 2014.  The CPE response will be due no later than February 28, 2016. 



 
 

Applicable Process  Start Date of Next Process CPE Due 

ITP10 
(e.g. 2015 ITP10) 

Every 3rd July 1st 
(e.g. July 1, 2016) 

Every 3rd Feb 28th  
(e.g. Feb 28, 2016) 

ITP Near-Term 
(e.g. 2015 ITPNT) 

Every January 1st 
(e.g. Jan. 1, 2016) 

Every August 31st 
(e.g. Aug. 31, 2015) 

 
 
For Applicable Projects originating from a non-ITP process, the CPE shall be due 6 months after the date 
in which the NTC-C is issued. 
 
If the CPE variance bandwidth of -20% to +20% does not exceed the Study Estimate variance bandwidth 
of -30% to +30%, as described in Section 5.1, the project’s cost variance will be deemed acceptable and 
the conditions, as described in Section 2, on the NTC will be removed by SPP staff.  SPP staff will issue a 
revised NTC letter to the DTO removing the conditions from the NTC.  This will be the authorization for 
the DTO to proceed with the project. 
 
If the CPE variance bandwidth exceeds the variance bandwidth of -30% to +30%, as described in Section 
5.1, of the Study Estimate, SPP staff will re-evaluate this project using the new cost estimate data, and 
will make a recommendation to the BOD at its next scheduled quarterly meeting.   
 
SPP staff’s recommendation could be, but is not limited to, one of the following actions: 
 

a. Accept the cost estimate variance and approve the Applicable Project as described in the NTC-C 
letter and remove the NTC’s conditions; 

b. Modify the existing Applicable Project with input from TWG; 
c. Replace the Applicable Project with an alternative solution with input from TWG; or 
d. Cancel the Applicable Project. 

 
If the cost estimate variation of the CPE is accepted by the BOD, the CPE will be used as a final baseline 
cost estimate for reporting all future cost estimate changes during the Project Tracking process and will 
be the basis for determining project cost variances. 

 
 

8.4. NTC Project Estimate Stage 
 

The NTC Project Estimate (NPE) is provided by the DTO after receipt of an NTC for a non-Applicable, 
non-Competitive Project.  It includes any additional cost or project information that is known at the time 
that the DTO is required to provide its response to the SPP.  The NPE will be used as the established 
baseline for reporting all cost estimate changes during the Project Tracking process and will be the basis 
for determining project variance.  The final project cost is expected to be within a -20% to + 20% variance 
from the NPE. 
 
This stage begins after a non-Applicable, non-Competitive Project has been issued an NTC.  The DTO 
has 90 days to respond to the NTC by committing to a project as required by the NTC or proposing a 
different project schedule or project specifications to be considered by SPP.  If the DTO accepts the NTC, 
it shall respond as prescribed in the SPP NTC letter with a written commitment to construct letter and a 
NPE both submitted to SPP within the 90-day response period.  
 
 



8.5. RFP Response Estimate Stage 
 

The RFP Response Estimate (RRE) is the cost estimate provided by the DTO included in its response to 
an RFP for a Competitive Project. The RRE will be used as the established baseline for reporting all cost 
estimate changes during the Project Tracking process and will be the basis for determining project 
variance. The final project cost is expected to be within a -20% to + 20% variance from the RRE. 
 
 
 
8.6. Baseline Cost Escalation 

The established baseline is the version of a cost estimate that can only be changed through formal 
change control procedures and is used as a basis for comparison. 
 
All cost estimates established as baselines will be escalated annually. SPP will escalate any cost 
estimate for an Upgrade that is considered a baseline estimate at the escalation rate assumed in the 
source study that originated the need for the Upgrade. The new escalated baseline cost estimate will be 
used for comparison with any updated cost estimate submitted in the same calendar year to measure 
cost estimate variance. 

 

8.7. Design and Construction Estimate Stage 
 
Design and Construction Estimates are provided by the DTO to SPP while the DTO engineering and 
construction are being completed, including any environmental, routing or siting requirements, and that 
has a known route.  This would include but not be limited to any known material and labor costs and 
condemnation costs.  The final project cost is expected to be within a -20% to + 20% variance from the 
applicable CPE or, NPE, or RRE. 
 
This stage covers the period between the start of design engineering to the final project closeout and the 
subsequent submittal of actual project costs to SPP through the Project Tracking process.  All line-item 
cost differences between the cost estimate being used as an established baseline and these updated 
cost estimates must be accompanied by a detailed explanation from the DTO. 

  



 
Table 1:  Cost Estimate Stage Definition Overview 

 

Estimate 
Name Stage End Usage Precision 

Bandwidth 

 Non-Competitive Projects Competitive 
Projects   

  
Projects > 100 

kV & > $20 
Million 

All other BOD 
Approved 
Projects 

 

    
Conceptual 

(SPP Prepared) 1 1 1 Concept screening 
for ITP20/ITP10 -50% to + 100% 

Study 2 2 2 

Study of feasibility 
and plan 

development for 
ITP10/ITPNT 

-30% to +30% 

  NTC-C Issued NTC Issued RFP Issued     

NTC-C 
Project (CPE) 3 N/A N/A Established baseline 

(NTC-C)* -20% to +20% 

  New NTC Issued         

NTC Project 
(NPE) N/A 3 N/A Established baseline 

(NTC)* -20% to +20% 

RFP 
Response      

(RRE) 
N/A N/A 3 Established baseline 

(RFP Response)* -20% to +20% 

   NTC Issued   

Design & 
Construction 4 4 4 

Design after NTC 
issued to build the 

project 
-20% to +20%** 

 
*BOD approval required to reset the baseline. 
**Actual cost is expected to be within +/-20% of established baseline estimate. 

  



9. Standardized Cost Estimate Reporting Template (SCERT) 
SPP will request the completion of a Standardized Cost Estimate Reporting Template (SCERT) for all 
project cost estimates and applicable monthly/quarterly updates.  The SCERT template is located on the 
SPP website on the Project Cost Working Group webpage. The SCERT will: 

 
a. Provide a consistent format among all estimates 
b. Facilitate the Project Tracking process 
c. Ensure the required level of detail is provided 
d. Facilitate the transition of a completed project into the proper Annual Transmission 

Revenue Requirement (ATRR) recovery process through SPP’s OATT 
 
For each Legacy Project, the DTO authorized to construct the Legacy Project will populate a SCERT if 
the cost estimate of the project increases 10% or greater than the established baseline cost estimate. 
 
For a Competitive Project, the RRE shall be submitted through the RFP response form.  After an NTC is 
issued for a Competitive Project, the DTO shall submit all subsequent cost estimates through the 
completion of a SCERT. 
 
All information requested to be sent to SPP in this section shall be submitted 
to SPPprojecttracking@spp.org. 
 

9.1. Study Estimate Design Guide 
  For the Study Estimate, all estimate providers shall develop estimates based on the Study Estimate 
Design Guide.  The SCERT information provides a transparent process on what is provided in the cost 
estimate, including the assumptions made on unknowns at the time the cost estimate was prepared. 

 

10. PCWG Review Process for Applicable Projects 
The Project Cost Working Group (PCWG) process applies to approved Applicable Projects once a DTO 
has received an NTC from SPP and the project exceeds the stated bandwidths as described in Section 
5.1. 
 
All information requested to be sent to SPP in this section shall be submitted 
to SPPprojecttracking@spp.org. 
 
If an Applicable Project deviates or is expected to deviate +/- 10% from its established baseline cost 
estimate, the DTO shall provide all relevant data and information to SPP with an updated SCERT within 
45 calendar days when the DTO became aware of the deviation. SPP staff will then notify the PCWG.  
The PCWG may require the DTO to provide monthly Project Tracking data after this notice from the DTO. 
 
If an Applicable Project deviates or is expected to deviate +/-20% from its established baseline cost 
estimate the DTO, within 45 calendar days when the DTO became aware of the deviation, notify SPP 
staff detailing the cost estimate variances with an updated SCERT along with comments and 
explanations regarding the variances. 
 
The PCWG will receive the updated scope and SCERT provided to SPP by the DTO including any 
Project Tracking data updates, any comments from the DTO related to cost estimate variances, and any 
applicable input from SPP staff.  The DTO’s comments should include relevant information regarding any 
sunk costs, an explanation for the cost estimate variances, and comments regarding whether construction 
of the project should continue.  The PCWG will oversee all reports to be submitted to the MOPC, RSC, 
and BOD prior to their regularly scheduled meetings. 
 

mailto:SPPprojecttracking@spp.org
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11. Projects Reviewed by PCWG 
 
The PCWG will provide recommendations to the MOPC and BOD regarding any Applicable Project 
whose cost estimate exceeded the +/-20% bandwidth of the established baseline cost estimate.  
Recommended action(s) may include any of the following: 
 

i. Accept the cost estimate deviation as reasonable and acceptable and reestablish the 
baseline used to evaluate future cost estimate deviations. 

ii. Identify all or a portion of the costs related to the variances and recommend any 
changes to the NTC that would reduce the cost or avoid the issues that may be causing 
the increase.  

iii. Issue an NTC suspension Suspend all future expenditures on the project while SPP 
restudies the project to determine appropriate changes to the NTC, possible withdrawal 
of the NTC or whether an alternative project should replace the project. 

 
The BOD will make the final determination on whether to accept the PCWG recommendation(s) or to 
choose an alternative action. 
 
If the BOD determines to reestablish the baseline cost estimate, the previous baseline cost estimate will 
be retained in the monitoring tool. 
 
The PCWG will notify MOPC if a trend appears to be developing whereby the information provided in the 
SCERTs is deviating from the Study Estimate Design Guide.  The MOPC will then determine if a review of 
the SCERT indicates changes in the Study Estimate Design Guide are required. 
 
 
 

12. Project Reporting 
 

12.1. SPP Staff 
On a quarterly basis the SPP staff shall post: 

 the status of the upgrades identified in the STEP on the SPP website 
 any NTC/NTC-C(s) issued during the quarter 
 any NTC/NTC-C withdrawal(s) issued during the quarter 
 any NTC(s) modifications issued during the quarter 

 

At least quarterly, SPP staff will submit a Project Tracking report to the PCWG detailing all project cost 
estimate changes that are outside the established project variance bandwidth. 

 

12.2. DTOs with Projects with an Approved RRE, NPE, or CPE 
DTOs building a Project(s) with an approved RRE, NPE, or CPE shall submit Project Tracking updates to 
SPP staff on a quarterly basis, unless the bandwidth is exceeded as denoted in (a) or (b) below, in which 
case the DTO will notify SPP within 45 calendar days with the information as follows: 

 



a. If an Applicable Project cost estimate deviates or is expected to deviate +/-10% from its 
established baseline cost estimate, the DTO will notify SPP staff detailing the cost 
estimate variances with an updated SCERT along with comments and explanations 
regarding the variances.  SPP staff will provide notification to the PCWG with no 
corrective action expected. SPP staff will monitor these projects and take appropriate 
action if necessary. 
 

b. If an Applicable Project cost estimate deviates or is expected to deviate +/-20% from its 
established baseline cost estimate, the DTO will notify SPP staff detailing the cost 
estimate variances with an updated SCERT along with comments and explanations 
regarding the variances.  SPP staff will provide the updated information to the PCWG. 
The PCWG will review and provide recommendations to the MOPC and BOD.  The 
PCWG will also provide an update to the RSC.  The DTO will be required to provide 
monthly updates regarding project cost estimates and other relevant information to SPP 
staff until BOD action is taken.   

 

13. NTC Project Close-out and Validation Process 
For SPP to validate a Network Upgrade has been constructed and placed into service pursuant to the 
NTC, the DTO shall provide the following to SPP in addition to the reporting requirements described in 
Section 12.2: 
 

 Letter of Commercial Operation with company letterhead submitted to 
SPPprojecttracking@spp.org; 

 All pertinent modeling information to the SPP Engineering Department through the Models On 
Demand (MOD) system; 

 Actual cost amount to-date of Network Upgrade as reflected through one or both of the following 
methods:  

o Base Plan Funded Network Upgrades – submitted through formula rate updates 
o Non-Base Plan Funded Network Upgrades – submitted through the Project Tracking 

update process; 
 Final SCERT that includes as-built equipment specifications; and 
 All pertinent Geographical Information Systems (GIS) data to the SPP Engineering Department 

through the TruShare system (only applicable to Network Upgrades that include greenfield 
transmission lines). 

 
Once all the required information has been provided to, and validated by SPP staff, the status of the 
Network Upgrade will be marked as “Closed-out” on the next quarterly Project Tracking report, and will 
not appear on subsequent quarterly reports.  

If a DTO does not provide one or more of the requirements listed above for a Network Upgrade  within 
two calendar years  after the in-service date reported in Project Tracking, SPP staff will provide a report to 
the following organizational groups, in escalation based on the length of time the information is 
delinquent:  

i. Level 1 – Report provided to PCWG after 2-year delinquency is identified; 
ii. Level 2 – Report provided to MOPC and RSC at their next regularly scheduled meetings if 

delinquent three months after Level 1 report; and 
iii. Level 3 – Report provided to BOD at its next regularly scheduled meeting if delinquent three 

months after Level 2 report. Subsequently, reports provided to BOD each regularly scheduled 
meeting until delinquency is resolved. 



SPP staff will report to the MOPC, RSC, and BOD if an actual cost reveals a deviation of +/-20% of the 
established baseline cost.  

Actual costs will continue to be tracked for all Network Upgrades after they are closed-out, as there could 
be additional costs identified by the DTO and submitted to SPP. SPP staff will report the updated actual 
costs of a closed-out project to the MOPC, RSC, and BOD if the updated actual cost of the project 
deviates +/-20% from the established baseline cost. 

 

14. Dispute Resolution 
Dispute resolutions should be handled as specified in Section 12 of the SPP OATT.  If a dispute is filed 
the Customer that has service contingent upon the upgrade being completed shall be notified by SPP 
staff. 
  



APPENDIX A:  Sample NTC 
 

 

SPP  
Notification To Construct 

 
201 Worthen Drive 
Little Rock, AR  72223-4936 
501-614-3220 • Fax: (501) 666-0376 
[SPP CONTACT] 
[SPP CONTACT TITLE]  

SPP-NTC-# 
 

 
 
[DATE] 
 
[DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION OWNER] 
[ADDRESS] 
 
RE: Notification to Construct [Approved Reliability Network Upgrades/Network Upgrades Pursuant 
to Transmission Service Request] 
 
Dear [DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION OWNER], 
 
Pursuant to Section 3.3 of the Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) Membership Agreement and 
Attachments O and Y , Section VIII, of the SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff (“OATT”), SPP provides 
this Notification to Construct (“NTC”) directing [DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION OWNER], as the 
Designated Transmission Owner, to construct the Network Upgrade[s].   
 
On [DATE], the Southwest Power Pool (“SPP”) [Board of Directors approved the Network Upgrade(s) 
listed below to be constructed] OR [concluded that the Project is required on the [DESIGNATED 
TRANSMISSION OWNER] system to fulfill Transmission Service Requests as detailed in 
Aggregate Facility Study SPP-200#-AG#-AFS-##] OR [Insert the appropriate reason to construct 
the Project if different than listed above].   
 
Project ID:  PID # 
Project Name: Project Name 
Need Date for Project:  DATE 
Estimated In-Service Date for Project: IN-SERVICE DATE PROVIDED BY NETWORK UPGRADE 
OWNER DURING AGGREGATE  STUDY 
Estimated Cost for Project:  $###,### 
 

Network Upgrade ID:  UID # 
Network Upgrade Description: Network Upgrade Description 
Network Upgrade Owner:  Owner Information 
MOPC Representative:  Representative Information 
TWG Representative:  Representative Information 
Categorization:  Regional Reliability / Zonal Reliability / Economic / Service 
Network Upgrade Specifications:  Network Upgrade Specifications 
Network Upgrade Justification:  Network Upgrade Justifications 
Need Date for Network Upgrade:  Network Upgrade Need Date 
Estimated In-Service Date for Network Upgrade: IN-SERVICE DATE PROVIDED BY 
NETWORK UPGRADE OWNER DURING AGGREGATE STUDY 
Estimated Cost for Network Upgrade (currrent day dollars):  $###,### 



Cost Allocation of the Network Upgrade:  Base Plan Funded / Direct Assigned to Customer / 
Sponsored Network Upgrade / Other 
Estimated Cost Source: Network Upgrade Owner / Network Upgrade Sponsor/ SPP 
Date of Cost Estimate: MM/DD/YYYY 
 

[In the event the NTC is a modification to or withdrawal of an existing NTC, the following will be 
listed in addition to or instead of the above: Previous NTC number, Previous NTC Issue Date, and 
Reason for Change.] 
 
Commitment to Construct 
The DTO must provide to SPP a written commitment to construct the Network Upgrade(s) within 90 days 
of the date of this Notification to Construct, pursuant to Attachment O, Section VIII.6 of the SPP OATT, in 
addition to providing a construction schedule for the Network Upgrade(s).  Failure to provide a written 
commitment to construct as required by Attachment Othe SPP OATT could result in the Network 
Upgrade(s) being assigned to another entity. 
 
Mitigation Plan 
The Need Date OR Estimated In-Service Date represents the timing required for the Network Upgrade(s) 
to address the identified need.  Your prompt attention is required for formulation and approval of any 
necessary mitigation plans for the Network Upgrade(s) if the Need Date OR Estimated In-Service Date is 
not feasible.  Additionally, if it is anticipated that the completion of any Network Upgrade will be delayed 
past the Need Date OR Estimated In-Service Date, SPP requires a mitigation plan be filed within 60 
calendar days of the determination of expected delays.   
 
Notification of Commercial Operation 
A notification of commercial operation for each listed Network Upgrade must be provided to SPP within 
60 calendar days after the Network Upgrade is complete and in-service.  The DTO must provide SPP with 
the actual costs of these Network Upgrades as soon as possible after completion of construction.  Timely 
cost notifification will facilitate the timely billing by SPP based on actual costs. 
  



Notification of Progress 
On an ongoing basis, please keep SPP advised of any inability on [DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION 
OWNER]’s part to complete the approved Network Upgrade(s).  For project tracking purposes, SPP 
requires [DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION OWNER] to submit status updates on the status of the 
Network Upgrade(s) on a quarterly basis in conjunction with the SPP Board of Directors meetings.  
However, consistent with Sections 20.1 and 32.10 of the SPP OATT, [DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION 
OWNER] shall also advise SPP of any inability to comply with the Project Schedule as soon as the 
inability becomes apparent. 
 
All terms and conditions of the SPP OATT and the SPP Membership Agreement shall apply to this 
Project, and nothing in this NTC shall vary such terms and conditions. 
 
Don't hesitate to contact me if you have questions or comments regarding these instructions.  Thank you 
for the important role that you play in maintaining the reliability of our electric grid. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
 
[SPP CONTACT SIGNATURE] 
[SPP CONTACT TITLE] 
 
cc:  SPP COO, SPP Sr. VP Engineering & Regulatory Policy, SPP Director Transmission Policy, SPP 
Vice President of Engineering, SPP Director of Transmission Development, [MOPC 
REPRESENTATIVE(S)],  SPPprojecttracking@spp.org, [TWG REPRESENTATIVE(S)]. 

mailto:SPPprojecttracking@spp.org


APPENDIX B: Sample NTC-C 
 

SPP  
Notification To Construct with Conditions 

 
201 Worthen Drive 
Little Rock, AR  72223-4936 
501-614-3220 • Fax: (501) 666-0376 
[SPP CONTACT] 
[SPP CONTACT TITLE]  

SPP-NTC-# 
 

 
 
[DATE] 
 
[DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION OWNER] 
[ADDRESS] 
 
RE: Notification to Construct [Approved Reliability Network Upgrades/Network Upgrades Pursuant 
to Transmission Service Request] 
 
Dear [DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION OWNER], 
 
Pursuant to Section 3.3 of the Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) Membership Agreement and 
Attachments O and Y , Section VIII, of the SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff (“OATT”), SPP provides 
this Notification to Construct (“NTC”) directing [DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION OWNER], as the 
Designated Transmission Owner, to construct the Network Upgrade[s].  This NTC is Conditioned upon 
the [DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION OWNER] not ordering materials or beginning construction until:  
 
(1) the DTO submits a refined project cost estimate (CPE) to SPP staff that has a variance bandwidth of -
20% to +20% that does not exceed the Study Estimate variance bandwidth of -30% to +30% as provided 
for in SPP’s Business Practices; or  
 
(2) the SPP Board of Directors considers SPP Staff’s re-evaluation of a project that has a refined project 
cost estimate (CPE) from the DTO that exceeds the Study Estimate variance bandwidth of -30% to +30% 
as provided for in SPP’s Business Practices. 
 
 
On [DATE], the Southwest Power Pool (“SPP”) [Board of Directors approved the Network Upgrade(s) 
listed below to be constructed] OR [concluded that the Project is required on the [DESIGNATED 
TRANSMISSION OWNER] system to fulfill Transmission Service Requests as detailed in 
Aggregate Facility Study SPP-200#-AG#-AFS-##] OR [Insert the appropriate reason to construct 
the Project if different than listed above].   
 
Project ID:  PID # 
Project Name: Project Name 
Need Date for Project:  DATE 
Estimated In-Service Date for Project: IN-SERVICE DATE PROVIDED BY NETWORK UPGRADE 
OWNER DURING AGGREGATE  STUDY 
Estimated Cost for Project:  $###,### 
 

Network Upgrade ID:  UID # 
Network Upgrade Description: Network Upgrade Description 
Network Upgrade Owner:  Owner Information 



MOPC Representative:  Representative Information 
TWG Representative:  Representative Information 
Categorization:  Regional Reliability / Zonal Reliability / Economic / Service 
Network Upgrade Specifications:  Network Upgrade Specifications 
Network Upgrade Justification:  Network Upgrade Justifications 
Need Date for Network Upgrade:  Network Upgrade Need Date 
Estimated In-Service Date for Network Upgrade: IN-SERVICE DATE PROVIDED BY 
NETWORK UPGRADE OWNER DURING AGGREGATE STUDY 
Estimated Cost for Network Upgrade (currrent day dollars):  $###,### 
Cost Allocation of the Network Upgrade:  Base Plan Funded / Direct Assigned to Customer / 
Sponsored Network Upgrade / Other 
Estimated Cost Source: Network Upgrade Owner / Network Upgrade Sponsor/ SPP 
Date of Cost Estimate: MM/DD/YYYY 
 

[In the event the NTC-C is a modification to or withdrawal of an existing NTC-C, the following will 
be listed in addition to or instead of the above: Previous NTC–C number, Previous NTC-C Issue 
Date, and Reason for Change.] 
 
Commitment to Construct 
The DTO must provide to SPP a written commitment to construct the Network Upgrade(s) within 90 days 
of the date of this Notification to Construct.  Failure to provide a written commitment to construct could 
result in the Network Upgrade(s) being assigned to another entity. 
 
NTC-C Project Estimate (CPE) 
Also, the DTO must Please provide SPP an NTC-C Project Estimate CPE by [DATE] as described in 
SPP’s Business Practices No. 7060 regarding Notification to Construct with Conditions. [DESIGNATED 
TRANSMISSION OWNER] shall advise SPP of any inability to provide the NTC-C Project EstimateCPE 
by [DATE] as soon as the inability becomes apparent.  



Removal of Conditions 
Upon notice by SPP staff of removal of the conditions contained in this NTC, SPP staff will issue the DTO 
a new NTC and the following will be applicable: 
 
Mitigation Plan 
The Need Date OR Estimated In-Service Date represents the timing required for the Network Upgrade(s) 
to address the identified need.  Your prompt attention is required for formulation and approval of any 
necessary mitigation plans for the Network Upgrade(s) if the Need Date OR Estimated In-Service Date is 
not feasible.  Additionally, if it is anticipated that the completion of any Network Upgrade will be delayed 
past the Need Date OR Estimated In-Service Date, SPP requires a mitigation plan be filed within 60 days 
of the determination of expected delays.   
 
Notification of Commercial Operation 
Please submit a notification of commercial operation for each listed Network Upgrade to SPP as soon as 
the Network Upgrade is complete and in-service.  Please provide SPP with the actual costs of these 
Network Upgrades as soon as possible after completion of construction.  This will facilitate the timely 
billing by SPP based on actual costs. 
 
Notification of Progress 
On an ongoing basis, please keep SPP advised of any inability on [DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION 
OWNER]’s part to complete the approved Network Upgrade(s).  For project tracking purposes, SPP 
requires [DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION OWNER] to submit updates on the status updates of the 
Network Upgrade(s) on a quarterly basis in conjunction with the SPP Board of Directors meetings.  
However, consistent with Sections 20.1 and 32.10 of the SPP OATT, [DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION 
OWNER] shall also advise SPP of any inability to comply with the Project Schedule as soon as the 
inability becomes apparent. 
 
All terms and conditions of the SPP OATT and the SPP Membership Agreement shall apply to this 
Project, and nothing in this NTC shall vary such terms and conditions. 
 
Don't hesitate to contact me if you have questions or comments regarding these instructions.  Thank you 
for the important role that you play in maintaining the reliability of our electric grid. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
[SPP CONTACT SIGNATURE] 
[SPP CONTACT TITLE] 
 
cc:  SPP COO, SPP Sr. VP Engineering & Regulatory Policy, SPP Director Transmission Policy, SPP 
Vice President of Engineering, SPP Director of Transmission Development, [MOPC 
REPRESENTATIVE(S)],  SPPprojecttracking@spp.org, [TWG REPRESENTATIVE(S)].  
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Executive Summary 

There are 22 Applicable Projects that are 300 kV and above subject to review by the PCWG.  Thirty-
four (34) additional Applicable Projects are greater than 100 kV.  Of these 56 Projects, one had an 
updated cost estimate that was outside the established precision bandwidth during this quarter, 
Renfrow – Medford Tap – Coyote – Chikaskia 138 kV. 
 
There have been 16 Applicable Projects that were completed and placed into service since January 1, 
2014, totaling an estimated $1.5 billion based on latest projections. 
 
One Applicable Project originating from the 2014 Integrated Transmission Planning Near-Term 
Assessment (ITPNT) was issued a Notification to Construct (NTC) in February after the SPP Board 
of Directors (BOD) approved in January Staff’s findings in a re-evaluation of the Project.  The re-
evaluation was conducted after the NTC-C Project Estimate (CPE) submitted by the Designated 
Transmission Owner (DTO) for the Project was found to be above the bandwidth threshold 
established for CPEs in Business Practice No. 7060.  
 
Similarly, two Applicable Projects originating from the High Priority Incremental Load Study 
(HPILS) were also issued NTCs in February after the BOD approved Staff’s findings in re-
evaluations of the Projects.  The CPEs for these Projects had been found to be below the bandwidth 
threshold allowed.  
 
In January, the BOD also approved the 2015 ITPNT report and accompanying project list. 
Subsequently, one Notification to Construct with Conditions (NTC-C) was issued in February for 
two Applicable Projects.  The CPEs for the Projects are due from the DTO by November 30, 2015.  
 
The PCWG reviewed one out-of-bandwidth project this quarter, Renfrow – Medford Tap – Coyote – 
Chikaskia 138 kV, applicable to the cost monitoring process defined in Business Practice No. 7060.  
The project scope consists of constructing approximately 34.5 miles of new 138 kV transmission 
line between the Renfrow, Medford Tap, Pond Creek, Coyote, and Chikaskia substations.  The 
Project also includes the construction of Coyote as a new “greenfield” substation and the installation 
of a 3-way line switch at Medford Tap.  NTCs were issued to both Oklahoma Gas and Electric 
Company (OG&E) and Western Farmers Electric Cooperative (WFEC) for the Project in October 
2013 as a result of added load delivery points for the Kay Area in north central Oklahoma as detailed 
in a Delivery Point Addition (DPA) study published by Staff in February 2013. A cost decrease of 
23% was identified as a part of the Quarterly Project Tracking update cycle for Q2 2015. 
 

 
[Recommendation For Renfrow – Medford Tap – Coyote – Chikaskia 138 kV To Be Added] 

 
 
The list of all Applicable Projects subject to PCWG review is included in Appendix 1 to this report. 
Appendix 2 summarizes all Applicable Projects based on source study. 
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Table 1 below summarizes the cost estimates of the 56 Applicable Projects with established baseline 
estimates1. 
 
 

Type 
Total Baseline 
Cost Estimate 

Amount 

Quarter 2 2015 
Total Cost 
Estimate 

Variance Variance 
% 

Applicable Projects > 300 kV  $3,205,435,639 $3,108,751,598  ($96,684,041) -3.0% 

Applicable Projects > 100 kV < 300 kV $1,306,828,273 $1,259,531,479 ($47,296,794) -3.6% 

Total $4,512,263,912 $4,368,283,077 ($143,980,835) -3.2% 

Table 1: Applicable Project Cost Estimate Summary 

 
 

 
  

                                                 
 
1 All baseline cost estimate values in this report are adjusted for inflation when applicable. For projects that 
have not had updates to the baseline cost estimate, variance percentages may indicate a negative variance.  
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Background 

The Project Cost Working Group (PCWG) was established to create a group with stakeholder input, 
oversight, and accountability that can provide a transparent review of transmission cost variances.  
To ensure cost estimate variances are addressed in a timely manner, the PCWG will evaluate 
projects exceeding allowable variance levels on a monthly basis.   
 
As a part of the project estimate review, the PCWG will provide recommendations to the Markets 
and Operations Policy Committee (MOPC) and Regional State Committee (RSC) for review and to 
the BOD for approval.  On a quarterly basis, the PCWG will provide a report of their findings and 
comments to Stakeholders. 
 
This report serves as the PCWG’s recommendation to MOPC, RSC, and BOD and the report to 
Stakeholders. 
 
The Project Cost Working Group members are listed below: 
 

Terri Gallup, AEP, Chair 
Al Ackland, KCPL 
Brent Carr, AECC  
Peter Day, OG&E 
Matthew Gomes, NextEra Energy 
Tom Hestermann, Sunflower 
Larry Holloway, KPP 
Leland Jacobson, OPPD 
Brenda Jessop, Westar 
Lloyd Kolb, Golden Spread 
Tom Littleton, OMPA 
Thomas Maldonado, SPS 
Jeff Stebbins, Tri-County Electric 
Brian Studenka, ITCGP 
John Krajewski, Nebraska Power Review Bd. (CAWG Liaison) 
Cary Frizzell, SPP Staff Secretary  
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Review Process 

Cost updates were requested from Designated Transmission Owners (DTOs) according to the current 
quarterly project tracking schedule shown in Appendix 3.  DTOs then provided cost increase 
justifications for any projects subject to PCWG’s review that recognized an out-of-bandwidth cost 
estimate change.  This information was compiled by SPP staff and a report was prepared for review 
by the PCWG at its regular meeting.   
 

Business Practice 7060 
The PCWG reviews projects in accordance with Business Practice No. 7060 which establishes 
applicable precision bandwidths for construction projects.   
 
This report covers all Applicable Projects as defined in Business Practice No. 7060 and subject to 
update during the current quarterly project tracking update.  The list of Applicable Projects is 
included in Appendix 1 to this report.   
 
There are 22 Applicable Projects that are 300 kV and above subject to review by the PCWG.  Thirty-
four (34) additional Applicable Projects are greater than 100 kV.  Of these 56 Projects, one had an 
updated cost estimate that was outside the established precision bandwidth during this quarter, 
Renfrow – Medford Tap – Coyote – Chikaskia 138 kV. 
 
 

Renfrow – Medford Tap – Coyote – Chikaskia 138 kV 
SPP identified the Project as a solution to address overloads and voltage issues in the north central 
Oklahoma region due to the addition load delivery points as detailed in a DPA study issued by SPP 
in February 2013 that included delivery point addition requests DPA-2012-March-151, DPA-2012-
March-154, DPA-2012-March-161, DPA-2012-July-218 and DPA-2012-September-243.  
 
On October 22, 2013, SPP issued NTC No. 200226 to OG&E to construct a new “greenfield” 
substation called Doolin (later renamed to Coyote), a new 4-mile 138 kV line from Renfrow to 
Medford Tap, a new 22-mile 138 kV line from Medford Tap to Doolin, a new 5-mile 138 kV line 
from Chikaskia to Doolin, and a new 138 kV three-way transmission line switch at Medford Tap. On 
October 28, 2013, SPP issued NTC No. 200234 to WFEC that included the Network Upgrade to 
construct a new 12-mile 138 kV line from Pond Creek to Medford Tap.  A map of the Project is 
provided in Appendix 4 of this report. 
 
OG&E and WFEC submitted commitments to construct the Network Upgrades listed on their 
respective NTCs, and a total baseline estimate cost of $31,892,184 was established. The substation 
name change and line mileages were later updated through the Quarterly Project Tracking process 
once siting and routing processes had completed for some of the new facilities.  The current total 
estimated length for the entire Project is 34.5 miles.  
 
On February 17, 2015, OG&E submitted updates to the cost estimates for Renfrow – Medford Tap – 
Coyote – Chikaskia 138 kV during the Quarterly Project Tracking update cycle for Q2 2015 that 
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resulted in an updated total cost of $25,246,084 for the Project, constituting a 23% decrease from the 
baseline cost.  
 
OG&E noted several reasons for the reduction in cost from previous expectations, including lower 
actual line mileages than the estimates and lower than expected costs for rights-of-way and 
materials.  OG&E also attributed the use on internal project management and construction crews as 
opposed to contract labor for cost savings.  
 
OG&E completed its portions of the Project in January 2015.  WFEC noted that the siting and 
routing process is still underway for the Medford Tap – Pond Creek 138 kV line and estimated that it 
would be completed in late April 2016.   
 
 

Process Changes  
At its October 2013 meeting, the MOPC approved a recommendation from the PCWG to move all 
projects applicable to Business Practice No. 7050 to Business Practice No. 7060. Previously, 
Business Practice 7050 applied to all projects issued NTCs prior to January 1, 2012 (Legacy 
Projects). The recommendation stipulated that baseline cost estimates for all Legacy Projects would 
be established as the values listed in project tracking as of January 31, 2014, in coordination with the 
Quarterly Project Tracking Schedule for the 2nd quarter of 2014. The recommendation directed 
DTOs to complete and submit cost estimates using Standardized Cost Estimate Reporting Templates 
for Legacy Projects only if project cost estimates increase 10% or greater over the baseline amount 
provided as of January 31, 2014.  
 
The modifications to Business Practice 7060 required to implement the recommendation were 
approved by the MOPC in January 2014. The changes resulted in the retirement of Business Practice 
7050. 
 
There are 16 Applicable Projects that were moved from the purview of Business Practice 7050 to 
Business Practice 7060. These Projects and their baseline cost estimates established by the January 
31, 2014 effective date are listed in Appendix 1 of this report. All Legacy Projects have an Estimate 
Baseline Year of 2014 in Appendix 1.   
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Observed Trends 

The PCWG also maintains the Study Estimate Design Guide (SEDG). The PCWG will notify 
MOPC if a trend is developing in cost estimates deviating from the SEDG. The MOPC is 
responsible for determining if a review of the SEDG is required. However, this does not preclude 
PCWG from suggesting to the MOPC any other changes to the SEDG. 
 
The PCWG has not observed any trends in the current quarter to report to MOPC.  
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Minimum Design Standards Task Force 

At its April 8, 2014 meeting, the PCWG discussed the role of the SEDG in the Transmission Owner 
Selection Process (TOSP), and further how design standards would be applied for transmission 
construction across the diverse group of potential builders in the SPP footprint. The group approved 
a recommendation to be made to the Strategic Planning Committee Task Force for Order 1000 
(SPCTF) to consider implementing minimum design standards for transmission construction in SPP. 
The recommendation further stated that the SEDG should be considered as a starting point for the 
minimum design standards.  
 
On May 9, 2014, the SPCTF unanimously endorsed a motion that minimum design standards for 
SPP transmission construction should be implemented. The SPCTF asked the PCWG in coordination 
with the Transmission Working Group (TWG) to further enhance the SEDG to be used as the 
minimum design standards guidebook. The SPCTF asked that the work be completed by the October 
2014 quarterly meetings of the MOPC, RSC, and BOD.  
 
The PCWG determined to form a task force to complete the work of developing the minimum design 
standards guidebook at its May 13, 2014 meeting. The Minimum Design Standards Task Force 
(MDSTF) members are listed below: 
 

Jeff Stebbins, Tri-County Electric, Chair (TWG Liaison) 
Dave Parrish, AEP, Vice Chair 
Jay Dring, NPPD 
Garrett Graybill, OG&E 
Erin Keeler, ITCGP 
Mark Kuhlenengel, OPPD 
Kenny Munsell, SPS 
Paul Sedlacek, Westar 
Dan Slaven, KCPL 
Clarence Suppes, Sunflower 
Doug Bowman, SPP Staff Secretary 

  
The MDSTF completed the first version of the SPP Minimum Design Standards in November 2014, 
and PCWG approved an edited version at its December 2014 meeting. The MOPC approved the 
MDS unanimously at their January 2015 meeting. 
 
The PCWG will maintain the MDS going forward.   
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Recommendation 

As described in Business Practice No. 7060, Section 11, the PCWG will provide recommendations 
to the MOPC and BOD regarding any Applicable Project whose cost estimate exceeded the +/-20% 
bandwidth of the established baseline cost estimate.  Recommended Action(s) may include any of 
the following: 
 

i. Accept the cost estimate deviation as reasonable and acceptable and reset the baseline used to 
evaluate future cost estimate deviations. 

ii. Identify all or a portion of the costs related to the variances and recommend any changes to 
the NTC that would reduce the cost or avoid the issues that may be causing the increase. 

iii. Suspend all future expenditures on the project while SPP restudies the project to determine 
appropriate changes to the NTC, possible withdrawal of the NTC or whether an alternative 
project should replace the project. 

 
The BOD will make the final determination on whether to accept the PCWG recommendation(s) or 
to choose an alternative action. 
 

Renfrow – Medford Tap – Coyote – Chikaskia 138 kV  
[PCWG Recommendation To Be Added] 
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Applicable Project Post-Mortem Report 

To better evaluate the performance of transmission construction in the SPP region, Staff provides 
post-mortem analysis to the PCWG for all Applicable Projects once they have completed 
construction and have been placed into service. This section provides that analysis for all Applicable 
Projects that have been completed and entered the project close-out phase since the previous 
quarterly PCWG report.  
 
Projects included in this analysis may have been issued NTCs prior to the establishment of several 
process changes to the project cost tracking process, and, therefore, may not include justifications for 
cost variances that are as detailed as Projects issued NTCs after these process changes. A summary 
timeline of those changes is provided below: 
 
 July 2010: MOPC approved the NTC Whitepaper which established a re-evaluation process 

for projects incurring a cost estimate increase of more than 20% in a quarter. The NTC 
Whitepaper was later developed into Business Practice 7050 and approved by the MOPC in 
January 2011.   

 April 2012: MOPC approved Business Practice 7060 effective for projects issued NTCs on 
or after January 1, 2012. Detailed a more rigorous cost estimation process that introduced the 
NTC-C process for Applicable Projects and the Standardized Cost Estimate Reporting 
Template (SCERT) for all cost estimates submitted to SPP. Also established process to set 
baseline project cost estimates for future variance determinations. Legacy Projects remained 
applicable to Business Practice 7050.  

 January 2014: MOPC approved modifications to Business Practice 7060 to move all Legacy 
Projects from the purview of Business Practice 7050 to Business Practice 7060. Baseline cost 
estimates for all Legacy Projects were established as the values listed in project tracking as of 
January 31, 2014. 

 
This post-mortem report includes analysis for eight Applicable Projects estimated to cost $700.1 
million based on current projections.  
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New Hart Interchange 230/115 kV 
 
 

[To Be Added] 
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Pleasant Hill – Potter 230 kV 
 

 
 

[To Be Added] 
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Thistle – Woodard 345 kV Dbl Ckt 
 
 

[To Be Added] 
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Spearville – Ironwood – Clark Co. - Thistle 345 kV Dbl Ckt 
 
 

[To Be Added] 
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Cornville 138 kV Substation 

 
 

[To Be Added] 
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Kress Interchange – Kiser – Cox 115 kV 
 
 

[To Be Added] 
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Renfrow 345/138 kV Substation and Renfrow – Grant Co. 138 kV 
 
 
 

[To Be Added] 
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Appendix 1 

 
 

{See accompanying list of Applicable Projects}  
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Appendix 2 

Applicable Projects Summary by Source Study  

Source Study Total Study 
Estimate 

Total BOD 
Approved 
Estimate 

Total Baseline 
Estimate 

Total Latest 
Design & 

Construction 
Estimate 

Variance Variance 
% 

2007 STEP $35,185,000 $35,185,000 $60,629,775 $59,151,000 ($1,478,775) -2.4% 

2009 STEP $113,404,063 $113,404,063 $164,094,537 $153,478,779 ($10,615,758) -6.5% 

Balanced 
Portfolio $282,171,500 $282,171,500 $393,568,825 $385,768,636 ($7,800,189) -2.0% 

Priority 
Projects $1,144,013,634 $1,415,427,292 $1,429,848,910 $1,388,276,454 ($41,572,456) -2.9% 

2012 ITPNT $74,436,395 $74,436,395 $120,932,528 $117,089,326 ($3,843,202) -3.2% 

2012 ITP10 $774,735,922 $774,735,922 $806,449,578 $773,176,433 ($33,273,145) -4.1% 

2013 ITPNT $258,688,542 $258,688,542 $277,456,633 $261,986,652 ($15,469,980) -5.6% 

2014 ITPNT $411,949,571 $411,949,571 $449,767,438 $443,284,602 ($6,482,837) -1.4% 

HPILS $650,264,207 $650,264,207 $645,461,474 $635,020,713 ($10,440,761) -1.6% 

2015 ITPNT $34,670,761 $34,670,761 $35,969,245 $35,091,946 ($877,299) -2.4% 
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Appendix 3 

Quarterly Project Tracking Schedule 2015 

Quarter 1 

 

1   TOs submit Project Tracking 
updates as of October 31st  

  Nov 2014           1 

    
  

  
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

2   
SPP staff notifies TOs and PCWG 
of cost increases > 20% and any 
mitigation plans outstanding 

    
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

        16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
       

3   TOs provide cost increase 
justifications 

    23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
      

        
30  

            

4   
TOs provide mitigation plans and 
are reviewed by SPP staff   

Dec 2014              

         1 2 3 4 5 6 
      

5   SPP staff prepares cost increase 
data for PCWG background 
materials 

    7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
       

       
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

6  
PCWG reviews cost increase data 
at December 9 meeting     

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

        
28 29 30 31    

7   
 SPP staff prepares and submits 
Quarterly Project Tracking 
Report for MOPC on January 2nd 

    
              

      
Jan 2015   1 2 3 

   
  

    
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

8   
MOPC, RSC, and BOD Meetings 

    
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

          
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

          
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
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Quarter 2 

 

1   TOs submit Project Tracking 
updates as of January 31st  

  Feb 2015            

    
  

  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2   SPP staff notifies TOs and PCWG 
of cost increases > 20% and any 
mitigation plans outstanding 

    
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

        15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
      

3   TOs provide cost increase 
justifications 

    22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
         

                      

4 
  

TOs provide mitigation plans 
and are reviewed by SPP staff   

Mar 
2015           

  

        1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
         

5    SPP staff prepares cost increase 
data for PCWG background 
materials 

    8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
        

        
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

6   
PCWG reviews cost increase data 
at March 3rd meeting     

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

        
29 30 31     

7   
 SPP staff prepares and submits 
Quarterly Project Tracking 
Report for MOPC on April 3rd 

    
              

      
Apr 2015    1 2 3 4 

    
  

    
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

8   
 MOPC, RSC, and BOD Meetings 

    
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

          
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

          
26 27 28 29 30 
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Quarter 3 

 

1   
TOs submit Project Tracking 
updates as of April 30th  

  May 
2015    

  1 2 

    
  

  
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

2   SPP staff notifies TOs and PCWG 
of cost increases > 20% and any 
mitigation plans outstanding 

    
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

        17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
       

3   TOs provide cost increase 
justifications 

    24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
       

        
31 

            

4   
TOs provide mitigation plans and 
are reviewed by SPP staff   

Jun 2015             

         1 2 3 4 5 6 
         

5    SPP staff prepares cost increase 
data for PCWG background 
materials 

    7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
        

        
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

6   
PCWG reviews cost increase data 
at June 2nd meeting     

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

        
28 29 30     

7   
 SPP staff prepares and submits 
Quarterly Project Tracking 
Report for MOPC on July 2nd 

    
              

      
Jul 2015    1 2 3 4 

    
  

    
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

8   
 MOPC, RSC, and BOD Meetings 

    
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

          
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

          
26 27 28 29 30 31 
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Quarter 4 

 

1   TOs submit Project Tracking 
updates as of July 31th  

  Aug 2015         1 

    
  

  
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

2   SPP staff notifies TOs and PCWG 
of cost increases > 20% and any 
mitigation plans outstanding 

    
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

        16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
       

3   TOs provide cost increase 
justifications 

    23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
        

        
30 31 

          

4   
TOs provide mitigation plans and 
are reviewed by SPP staff   

 

       

      Sep 2015   1 2 3 4 5 
       

5    SPP staff prepares cost increase 
data for PCWG background 
materials 

    6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
        

        
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

6   
PCWG reviews cost increase data 
at September 1st meeting     

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

        
27 28 29 30    

7   
SPP staff prepares and submits 
Quarterly Project Tracking 
Report for MOPC on October 2nd 
  

  
        

      
Oct 2015     1 2 3 

    
  

    
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

8   
 MOPC, RSC, and BOD Meetings 

    
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

          
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

      
  

25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
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Appendix 4 

 

(now Coyote) 
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